Module 4
Learn About the Archangels, Ascended
Masters, And Spirit Guides, And How They
Are Here to Help You With Your Life Mission
Dr. Helen D. Wix
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When it comes to experts, we accept their value in the business world. But we
don’t seem to recognize that experts are very helpful in the Spirit World as well.
There is a spiritual hierarchy that we need to understand.
The president of the United States does not do every job in the government, nor
does a CEO handle all the tasks in his or her corporation. Both the president and
CEO use talented people to assist them in carrying out their missions. Likewise,
God has talented beings each with their own unique specialty assisting in the
fulfillment of the Divine Plan.

When I first learned about the spiritual hierarchy, about the Ascended Masters,
Archangels, etc., I had qualms. I had always been told to pray only to God. To
help me get over this, I first had to realize that each one of us is an individualized
expression of God, all spiritual beings included, and we are all created from the
same substance that God is, so we are all connected anyway.
I also thought of this illustration: if my car broke down on the highway and I had a
friend who was a top-notch mechanic, would I be praying to my friend if I called
him or would I just be asking for his help? I concluded that I would just be asking
for his expertise. Correspondingly, we are asking these Beings of Light for their
help in the areas of their expertise and not praying to them. They are here in
service to God, just like we on this planet are here for God and here to help one
another.
In addition, depending on the situation or concern, there may be more than one
Light Being whose help is needed. If someone has a car accident, at least six
“experts” would possibly be needed: a police officer; a tow-truck driver; a
mechanic; an insurance agent; and possibly even a doctor and/or an attorney. By
the same token, there are situations in life that call for more than one spiritual
expert.
The situations or concerns where we need help will also vary in their intensities.
The more intense the problem is, the more help that will be needed. For
example, if a young man fell off a bicycle into a ditch, it would not take much
power and effort to get him out of the ditch. But if a 10-car freight train derailed
and fell into the same ditch, it would take a lot more power and effort to get the
freight train out of the ditch.
Because some situations require more force and power, we need to be
consciously aware of as many Beings of Light as possible that we can call on.
To illustrate, at Mark 9:14-29 the account tells us how some disciples of Jesus
were unable to cast out a certain demon when they had been able to cast out
other demons before. Jesus said that to cast out this kind of evil spirit required
“more faith, prayer and fasting.” My personal belief is that Jesus called on
Ascended Masters to help him, which his disciples knew nothing about. Since
Ascended Masters come from all backgrounds, faiths, cultures, and were
certainly around before the time of Jesus the Christ, it is not impossible for this to
be the case.
Another example is slavery. This evil has been so entrenched in society for so
long that it will take extraordinary strength and power to free ourselves of it
forever. The assistance of many spiritual experts will be required!
To help me overcome my misgivings about asking other spirit beings for help
besides God, I learned that we are required to ask the Forces of Light for help.
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Because of the Law of Free Will, those Light Beings in the spiritual realm cannot
step in automatically unless our lives are in danger (and a few other rare
scenarios). Free will means that we can respond any way that we want to
circumstances that confront us. Free will does not mean that we get to choose
which situations we experience.
I also learned that the request for help must come from the place where the help
is needed. For instance, if beings on Mars needed help, then the request must
come from Mars, not from planet Earth. So, if we on planet Earth need help, the
request for help must come from planet Earth.
Therefore, if we do not ask the Forces of Light for help, we are tying their spiritual
hands; they cannot do a single thing for us! The Forces of Darkness know this
and have deliberately filled us with fear about calling on Light Beings because
they know they will be defeated if we do.
There is no way that any of us can carry out our life mission in our own
strength! Perhaps you have been trying to use your personal strength and have
failed over and over again. When we came to Earth, we understood that we
would get help from those in the spiritual realm. However, as I just explained,
because the Earth is a Free Will Zone, we have to ask for that help to carry
out our life mission or any other situation in our lives!

Therefore, call on all of the
Forces of Light for help!
The scripture at James 4:2 says “You do not
have because you do not ask.” So, ASK!
What are Archangels?
According to the website Ascended Masters of Light, “Archangels hold the
highest rank in the order of angels and are typically described as ‘majestic fiery
beings having immense light.’ They are in charge of the angels and act as their
captains.” (http://www.ascendedmastersoflight.com)
“Archangels are extraordinary beings, extensions of God himself, personifying his
grace and majesty and power. All the archangels are healers. They come as
master surgeons to repair our bodies, even as they mend the garments of our
souls. There is no field of study in which they do not excel. With the Elohim, they
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exercise the power to create or uncreate life,” says summitlighthouse.org
(http://www.summitlighthouse.org/archangels).
Each archangel has a specialty, so please research them and find out how each
one can help you to carry out your life mission.
What are Angels?
Angels are spiritual beings who act as messengers of God, attendants, or
agents. “The spiritual realm is full of angels and they have long played a key role
in heaven and in the affairs of men. They have a variety of jobs and serve in just
about as many ways as you can imagine. Angels comfort, heal, protect, guard
and warn us of danger,” says the Ascended Masters of Light website, “There are
angels of love and light, wisdom and illumination, compassion and kindness,
peace and joy, mercy and justice, and angels that give us guidance and
strength,” the site continues. “There are even Christmas angels, choirs of angels,
and the angels of the seven rays.”
What is a Guardian Angel?
In an article by Jo Burns entitled “How to Find Your Guardian Angel” (May 22,
2010), she says, “Those who believe in the concept of a guardian angel believe
that each person on Earth has been assigned at least one angelic sentry to
watch over them from birth until death and perhaps beyond. According to the
website “Angel Focus”, the idea of a departed loved one becoming a guardian
angel is a false one because ‘angels have never been human’."
But does that mean that they cannot materialize in human bodies if needed?
What about the times in the Bible when angels appeared to men like Lot and
Abraham?
I found out personally that Guardian Angels may appear to you in person if they
feel that you are about to take a wrong turn. In March 2009, I received my
Associate’s degree after studying film at a community college in California. I
wanted to leave school at that point because, after two years, I was sick of
writing papers and having to do so much required reading.
But I really had nowhere to go; any jobs I wanted in film required an unpaid
internship. I was not living at home with my parents like most students; instead, I
had an apartment and needed an income of some kind. I felt trapped and
discouraged. I didn’t want to go back to doing secretarial work either.
One day, a young woman approached me on campus, saying she wanted to talk.
She and I met twice in a park to talk about something (I don’t even remember
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what), and every chance she got, she told me I should stay in school. She said it
so much that she started to get on my nerves!
Later, when I was home alone, I wondered why she would care so much about
whether I stayed in school or not. Then, it hit me! I realized in that moment that
she was much more than she appeared to be! I believed that she was my
Guardian Angel there to make sure that I stayed in school. Then, I started
thinking about how ridiculous it was to leave school. I had financial aid through
June, so it made sense to stay at least until then.
The next day, when I saw her; I did not tell her that I was staying in school but
she gave me a look that seemed to say, “I know that you know that I know!” I
knew that she was there to just say goodbye. I never saw her again.
Interestingly, my mother passed away in May, two months later, and I moved
back to East Tennessee. Our spirit guides study our pre-birth plans so she knew
what was going to happen. That’s why she didn’t want me to leave school and do
something that was not part of my divine plan.
Perhaps your own Guardian Angel has paid you a visit in person like mine did.
Think back to a time when you were about to do something that you may have
regretted; or perhaps you needed encouragement to get through difficult
circumstances.
What are Spirit Guides?
Spirit guides were once humans here on Earth. It is very possible that you and
your spirit guides shared a past life together. Some may be your deceased
relatives. No matter who they were to you in the past, these former humans
decided to help you in this incarnation by becoming one of your spirit guides.
As a matter of fact, famous psychic Sylvia Browne says in her book, Contacting
Your Spirit Guide, “We write our life’s chart with the help of a group of friends,
helpers, and the ‘Council,’ which is comprised of wise ‘master teachers,’ all of
whom help us map out our purpose. Then, the spirit guide comes in to study with
us and help as much as possible.”
We all came here to fulfill a mission; we are all equipped with gifts that will help
create heaven here on Earth. Unfortunately, many of us forget this fact once we
arrive here to the earthly plane. Many, though, have awakened spiritually and are
now walking their spiritual path and working toward a world that works for
everyone.
Before we came here, we were all assigned helpers in the form of angels, spirit
guides, and guardian angels. They are here to help us to fulfill our purpose and
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live a magnificent life. Therefore, remember you are never alone! You have a
whole team of light beings here on Earth who love you and are so willing to help
you successfully navigate this plane of existence. All you have to do is call and
ask for their help. They respect free will and will only step into your life when you
give them permission to do so. For this reason, never hold back: ask all of them
for help; ask often; and ask confidently!
The Great White Brotherhood
The Great White Brotherhood, also known as The Brotherhood of Light, or The
Sisterhood of Light, is a Spiritual Order of Hierarchy and an organization of
Ascended Masters, Angels, and Cosmic Beings united for the highest Service to
God in all of Life.
This Brotherhood and Sisterhood also includes Jesus the Christ, Gautama
Buddha, Mother Teresa, and many Ascended Teachers of mankind, Members of
the Heavenly Host such as Archangel Michael, the Spiritual Hierarchy directly
concerned with the Spiritual Progress of our world, as well as certain
unascended Students of the Light.
The word "white" refers not to race, but to the aura (halo) of the White Light of
the Christ that surrounds the saints and sages of all ages who have arisen from
every nation to be counted among the Immortals, says Mark and Elizabeth Clare
Prophet in the book, Saint Germain on Alchemy: For the Adept in the Aquarian
Age, pages 406-407 (taken from http://www.ascension-research.org/gwb.html).
The Ascended Masters
Ascended Masters are members of the spiritual organization known as the Great
White Brotherhood. “Ascended Masters are Spiritual Beings who once walked
the earth like you and me as physical beings from many different backgrounds,
cultures, and religions. They balanced their karma, fulfilled their reason for being
and reunited with, or ascended back to God” according to the website Ascension
Research (http://www.ascension-research.org/ascended_masters.html).

The Ascended Masters make themselves known to each person only after that
individual has spent a certain period of time on their spiritual path. Below is a
quote taken from the eBook that is included in this module as a bonus, Unveiled
Mysteries by Godfré Ray King (aka Guy Warren Ballard):
With the exception of Saint Germain, the real names of the
Ascended Masters, exact locations, records, and treasure herein
described are withheld intentionally at his command, for reasons
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that are obvious because only by the Service of Love and invitation
from the Ascended Masters is the right earned to be with them in
visible, tangible, living, breathing bodies. Any other way of
approach is bound to meet with disappointment and failure, for the
Great "Presence" and Power which has guarded through the
centuries, guards them still.
One's own Inner purity, strength, and attainment are the only
passports by which one enters into these activities, and association
with the Ascended Masters comes about. When an individual, by
conscious self-correction of his weaknesses, reaches a certain
point, nothing in the universe can keep him from them.”
As I mentioned in Module 3, I floundered until I started calling on the Ascended
Masters for help and began using the Violet Flame. I learned that the Ascended
Masters do not make themselves known to you until you have been on your
spiritual path for a while. I didn’t have anyone to explain this to me, which is why I
didn’t take full advantage of these gifts. But once I started using them, my life
changed drastically for the better.
The Powers of the Ascended Masters
The eBook Unveiled Mysteries will help you to see what’s possible for you. All of
us, I repeat, all of us can attain Ascended Master status! It is not reserved for
just a precious few. That is the power that is available to us! This eBook will show
you what is possible if you commit to doing the inner and outer work necessary.
Life Reviews
Perhaps you have heard about life reviews that occur when a person dies or has
a near-death experience. “The beings of light who conduct the review are
Ascended Masters. These are saints and sages of East and West who once lived
on Earth, fulfilled their reason for being and ascended, or reunited with God.
There are usually eight at the review, but the numbers vary depending on the
needs of the soul,” explains Elizabeth Clare Prophet, in her eBook, Violet Flame
To Heal Body, Mind & Soul (included in Module 3).
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The Karmic Board
The Karmic Board (also known as The Lords of Karma) is comprised of eight
beings who “are assigned to help adjudicate mankind's karma in the most
effective and compassionate way. They are mediators between the perfection of
the law and the imperfection of the human condition,” relates the
http://www.ascendedmasterindex.com website.
The Karmic Board members are:
Great Divine Director – representing the first (blue) ray
Goddess of Liberty – second (yellow) ray
Ascended Lady Master Nada – third (pink) ray
Elohim Cyclopea – fourth (white) ray
Pallas Athena, the Goddess of Truth – fifth (green) ray
Portia, Goddess of Justice – sixth (purple and gold) ray
Kuan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy – the seventh (violet) ray
Vairochana – embodies the wisdom of all Buddhas.
Summitlighthouse.org says: “All souls must pass before the Karmic Board before
and after each incarnation on earth, receiving their assignment and karmic
allotment for each lifetime beforehand and the review of their performance at its
conclusion.” (https://www.summitlighthouse.org/karmic-board-summer-solstice/)
I learned that the members of the Karmic Board possess detailed information
about each of us known as a pre-birth plan. Your Guardian Angel and spirit
guides study your pre-birth plan like a treasure map because it is: you are that
treasure sent to Earth to share your gifts to help to create heaven on Earth.
There are hundreds of thousands of Ascended Masters. Please do your own
research to find out who they are, who they were in previous lives, and in what
ways they may be able to help you now with your life mission.
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About Dr. Helen D. Wix and the MLM Mastery Academy:

Are You Ready to Finally Be Emotionally and Financially Free?
Dr. Helen D. Wix is a certified life and spiritual coach, psychic, Reiki Master
Practitioner, Infinity Healer, spiritual teacher, author, and energy therapist.
Dr. Wix, founder of the MLM Mastery Academy, creates Empowered Freedom
Leaders. Think of her as a modern-day Harriet Tubman who empowers men and
women to create wealth from the inside out by leading them to emotional and
financial freedom. This means that Dr. Wix teaches how to free yourself from
negative emotions such as limiting beliefs, worries, doubts, and fears.
You will also learn how to create generational wealth for yourself, and your family
and leave a legacy. More importantly, Dr. Wix provides transformational tools
through the “My Life Mission Mastery Course” which assists people in clearing
their own past traumas plus the unresolved traumas we’re carrying from our
ancestors so that we can finally achieve personal fulfillment and world peace.
Her “Build Wealth from the Inside Out” YouTube Channel teaches you how to
create wealth from the inside out because wealth is an inside job. This will enable
you to create a life of happiness, abundance, and success.
What is an Empowered Freedom Leader?
An Empowered Freedom Leader is a man or woman who has decided to free
himself or herself emotionally and financially by using the tools available at the
MLM Mastery Academy website, and then, as an Empowered Freedom Leader,
helps others to free themselves. Empowered means that he or she will be taught
how to access their inner Divine Power, so they can write their own ticket for the
life of their dreams.
Dr. Wix worked in corporate America for 25 years before leaving to pursue a
mission that was more meaningful and truly spoke to her soul. She wants to help
others do the same. Contact her at helen@mlmmasteryacademy.com.
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